
Introducing  
Involta SecureFinanceSM

With decades of experience in working with the Financial Services and Technology industries industry, we understand evolving 
client needs and regulatory compliance standards demand 24/7/365 service excellence. Success is closely tied with reliable 
technology. That’s why we’ve developed a secure suite of focused services that work together to drive innovation, enhance 
employee productivity, enable secure remote operations, and improve client satisfaction - all while protecting companies and data 
from internal and external cyber threats.

We’re hyper-focused on protecting IT environments – bringing essential systems, policies, and procedures together under a single 
umbrella and providing solutions from end-to-end. From conducting assessments to implementing secure, compliant solutions, 
and everywhere in-between, Involta offers hybrid IT solutions through purpose-built infrastructure, national expertise, and local, 
collaborative people who deliver. 

Involta has partnered with Fortra’s Alert Logic to provide award-winning managed detection and response solutions because IT 
security is non-negotiable. Together, Involta and Fortra’s Alert Logic enable clients to detect and resolve threats across technology 
platforms quickly before they can cause real harm to IT environments.

Industry-Leading Managed Detection and Response (MDR)
Companies of all sizes in every industry are under attack. The Financial Services and Technology industries are certainly no 
exception. Involta and Fortra’s Alert Logic, the industry’s leading managed detection and response provider, have collaborated 
to offer a comprehensive global security monitoring and response solution customized for the financial services industry. With 
24/7/365 protection across both private and public IT infrastructure, Involta customers can trust they are operating securely at all 
times. Together, Involta and Fortra’s Alert Logic preserve company health amid the rapidly changing business landscape. 

A Secure Technology Suite Designed for the Financial Services Industry. Protect Environments, 
Safeguard Data, and Enable Around-the-Clock Service Delivery.

GRC Assessment
Evaluate your IT 
environment to ensure 
100% compliance with 
any governing policies. 

 – Compliance Ready 
Assistance 

 – Risk Identification 
 – Remediation  

Planning

Policy Bundle
Ensure IT programs,  
systems, and 
environments uphold 
policies and protect 
critical data.

 – Policies
 – Critical 
 – Acknowledgments

Colocation
Leverage a strong 
network of purpose-
built, enterprise-class, 
Tier III data centers 
across six edge markets.

 – Physical Controls 
 – Environmental 

Controls 
 – Availability 
 – Internet

Managed Services
Focus on innovation 
and client services while 
Involta manages essential 
services that connect 
systems, programs, and 
applications.

 – Managed Firewall
 – Managed Server
 – Cloud Management
 – Managed XDR
 – Configuration  

Management
 – Vulnerability  

Management
 – Disaster Recovery

Managed Detection  
& Response
Protect IT infrastructure, 
systems, and data with 
a strong defensive 
strategy. 

 – 24/7 SOC Monitoring 
 – MDR Concierge 
 – Real-Time Reporting 

& Triage 
 – Advanced Threat & 

Intrusion Detection 
 – User Behavior  

Anomaly Detection 
 – Remediation  

Assistance

Hybrid IT Consulting
Craft a hybrid IT  
solution that meets  
strict requirements  
while streamlining 
operations.

 – Governance  
Workshops 

 – Cloud Architecture  
& Design 

 – Virtual CISO 
 – Cybersecurity  

Technical Assessment

A holistic solution for secure IT services that enhance service delivery.



www.involta.com | sales@involta.com | 855-364-3061

Involta SecureSM is the first line of defense against IT security 
breaches and attacks – it’s the core of our Security Operations 
Center (SOC). As a dedicated security team, our job is to 
monitor and analyze our clients’ security posture 24/7 from our 
SOC. When we identify a potential threat or intrusion, we’ll 
apply proactive defensive solutions.

Involta has strengthened our Involta SecureSM service line 
with Fortra’s Alert Logic’s innovative Software as a Service 
(SaaS) model to transform business IT environments. Fortra’s 
Alert Logic’s SaaS delivers unrivaled security value to identify 
and address breaches and gaps before they can cause real 
damage.

1. Protection & Governance – We integrate security 
toolsets to detect and take action, and work with you 
to develop and enforce policy restrictions, configuration 
management, and standardization.

2. Risk Awareness – We help customers understand their 
threat risk at any point in time and know whether it is 
increasing or decreasing, and how to prioritize efforts to 
reduce overall threat risk as quickly and cost effectively  
as possible.

3. Identification – Our SOC team performs security checks 
and scanning to identify critical vulnerabilities unique to 
your business, then communicates problems and risks to 
the appropriate teams.

4. Maintenance – You focus on business. Our team 
handles labor-intensive critical tasks: applying patches, 
managing firmware updates and fixes, backups, and 
documentation.

5. Asset Visibility – We give customers visibility across all 
environments, workloads, and devices with one solution.

6. Threat & Response Expertise – We identify and resolve 
potential threats quickly by using advanced machine 
learning and user behavior analytics to analyze activity 
across thousands of customers.

7. 24/7 Expert Monitoring – Our expert security analysts 
respond to any critical incidents within 15 minutes, and 
we automatically respond to anomalous traffic, send 
alerts, and log notifications that are relevant in the 
context of your business.

8. Future Proofing – We provide broad attack surface 
coverage from endpoints to server to cloud-based 
workloads with a flexible, risk-based approach.

9. Cloud and Hybrid Security – We provide the  
ability to secure workloads and resources in cloud,  
on-premises, and hybrid environments leveraging a 
common security model.

10. Triage & Response – Our team triages threats within 
15 minutes to determine whether the threat requires 
escalation. We also provide guidance for quick 
remediation of any issues. 

11. Validation & Compliance Readiness – We make sure 
you’re ready for anything with recurring health checks, 
assessments, and expert guidance to help streamline 
compliance efforts and simplify audit preparation, while 
providing advisory notices based on gaps and risks.

Factor Us In
Secure IT systems are essential to business success. Industry-leading companies require purpose-built data centers, network, 
private and public cloud, enhanced security, strategy, and consulting. Involta and Fortra’s Alert Logic offer all this plus industry 
advisory opportunities to ensure you have all the components for success. Contact us today to learn more about how we can help 

Involta SecureFinanceSM: Strength and Security
Involta SecureSM was designed to protect IT environments. Involta SecureFinanceSM adds Fortra’s Alert Logic’s expert managed 
detection and response services to give companies in the Financial Services industry an unmatched advantage in IT security.


